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Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai is one of the
premier National Law Universities in India to impart advanced
legal education and promote society-oriented research in legal
studies for the advancement of the societal life of the people in
the country. The University offers BA. LL.B.(Hons.) five years
integrated program, one year LL.M. program, LL.M. (Executives),
LL.M (Investment and Security Laws) in association with
National Institute of Securities Markets, SEBI, M.A. (Mediation
and Conflict Resolution), Post Graduate Diploma Programmes,
among others. MNLU Mumbai believes in the values enshrined in
the Indian Constitution viz. Justice, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity,
Secularism, Humanism etc., and all efforts to inculcate them
amongst its students, staff, and others to make this institution
not only a centre of legal knowledge but also an inclusive
centre of humanity.
Department for Promotion of Industries and Internal Trade
(DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of
India, launched a Scheme for Pedagogy & Research in IPRs for
Holistic Education & Academia (SPRIHA) in the year 2016 under
which IPR Chairs have been set up in select universities and
academic institutes. This was in accordance with the National
IPR Policy launched by the Government of India in 2016, which
proclaims, as one of the objectives under section 7.2 as,
“Strengthen IP Chairs in educational institutes of higher
learning to provide quality teaching and research, develop
teaching capacity and curricula and evaluate their work on
performance-based criteria. MNLU Mumbai has been selected by
the DPIIT as one of the 12 universities/organizations for setting
up IPR Chairs in the country.
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Chembur Karnataka College of Law, an integral part of
Chembur Karnataka Sangha, was founded in 1955 with a
distinct mission in mind. This venerable institution, committed
to legal education, operates as an illustrious beacon of
knowledge in the field of law. Registered under the Societies
Registration Act, of 1860, and the Bombay Public Trust Act, of
1950, the college stands as a testament to the pursuit of legal
excellence.

The primary objective of Chembur Karnataka College of Law is
to nurture and shape the next generation of legal professionals.
It aims to instill in its students the values of honesty, integrity,
and a deep-rooted sense of national pride. The knowledge
imparted here transcends the boundaries of conventional legal
practice, extending to encompass the broader spectrum of
administrative and corporate roles.

In addition to its commitment to legal education, the college
places a strong emphasis on equipping its students with a
comprehensive understanding of the intricate legal framework
that underpins our nation. This approach aims to produce
graduates who are not only well-versed in the nuances of the
law but also socially aware, conscientious, and prepared to
make meaningful contributions to the legal landscape of our
country.
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Exploring Synergies: The conference aims to delve into
the evolving relationship between intellectual property
(IP) and artificial intelligence (AI).
Expert Collaboration: It brings together experts,
scholars, legal practitioners, industry professionals,
and policymakers to facilitate knowledge exchange.
Latest Trends: The event focuses on understanding the
latest trends and innovations in AI and their
implications for IP.
Challenges: It provides a platform to identify and
address challenges at the intersection of AI and IP,
including data privacy and ethics.
Policy Insights: Policymakers and legal experts discuss
the regulatory landscape for AI and IP, aiming to strike
a balance between innovation and the public interest.

The "Intellectual Property in Artificial Intelligence"
conference is a two-day event aimed at exploring the
intricate relationship between Intellectual Property (IP)
and the rapidly evolving field of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
The conference will bring together experts, scholars, legal
practitioners, industry professionals, and policymakers to
discuss the latest trends, challenges, and strategies
concerning IP in the AI landscape.

Key Objectives:
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DAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THEDAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THEDAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THE
INTERSECTION OF AI AND IPINTERSECTION OF AI AND IPINTERSECTION OF AI AND IP

Session 1: The AI Revolution and Its IP Implications

The opening session will provide an overview of AI's
profound impact on various industries and delve into the
intellectual property challenges and opportunities it
presents. Experts will discuss how AI innovation disrupts
traditional IP norms and the strategic considerations
necessary to protect AI-driven innovations.

AI's Multidimensional Impact: Participants will gain insights
into how AI reshapes industries across the spectrum, from
healthcare to finance, entertainment to manufacturing.
Case studies highlighting AI-powered breakthroughs will
showcase the depth of its transformative potential.

Disruption of Traditional IP Norms: This session will explore
how the rapid evolution of AI technologies disrupts
traditional intellectual property norms. Experts will discuss
how AI's unique features challenge established IP paradigms
and necessitate fresh approaches to IP protection.

Strategic Considerations: Attendees will learn about the
strategic considerations to safeguard AI-driven innovations.
Experts will guide navigating the intricate legal landscape
and deploying effective IP strategies to ensure that AI-
driven inventions receive the necessary protection.



DAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THEDAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THEDAY 1: UNDERSTANDING THE
INTERSECTION OF AI AND IPINTERSECTION OF AI AND IPINTERSECTION OF AI AND IP

Session 2: Patenting AI: Navigating Novelty and
Inventiveness

This session will explore the complexities of patenting AI
algorithms and applications. Experts will analyze landmark
cases, address the patentability of AI-related inventions, and
guide participants through strategies for securing patent
rights while navigating the ever-evolving landscape of AI
technology.

Understanding AI Patents: This session will unravel the
complexities of patenting AI technologies. Experts will
provide insights into the distinctive features that render AI
inventions eligible for patent protection and explore the
technical intricacies that set them apart from other
innovations.
Analyzing Landmark Cases: Participants will gain valuable
insights from landmark patent cases involving AI
technologies. Through in-depth analysis, attendees will learn
about the legal precedents that shape patent protection for
AI inventions, offering a practical perspective on navigating
patent challenges.
Strategies for Securing Patent Rights: Experts will equip
participants with strategies for securing patent rights in the
evolving AI landscape. Attendees will learn about the best
practices for drafting patent applications, overcoming
potential obstacles, and enhancing the likelihood of
successful patent grants.



DAY 2: STRATEGIES ANDDAY 2: STRATEGIES ANDDAY 2: STRATEGIES AND
POLICIES FOR A CHANGINGPOLICIES FOR A CHANGINGPOLICIES FOR A CHANGING

LANDSCAPELANDSCAPELANDSCAPE
Session 3: Copyright in AI: Ownership and Fair Use

Delve into the intricate world of copyright and AI. This
session will cover ownership rights of AI-generated works,
addressing questions of authorship and originality.
Participants will gain insights into fair use considerations in
AI-generated content and the balance between copyright
protection and innovation.

Ownership of AI-Generated Works: Experts will provide a
comprehensive understanding of the intricate realm of
copyright ownership in the context of AI-generated content.
Attendees will learn about the legal nuances surrounding
authorship, originality, and the rightful ownership of
creative works produced by AI algorithms.
Fair Use Considerations: Participants will gain valuable
insights into fair use considerations specific to AI-generated
content. Experts will discuss the application of fair use
doctrines in scenarios where AI-generated content
intersects with copyright, providing clarity on the delicate
balance between creative freedom and copyright protection.
The Future of Copyright: This session will also touch on how
AI challenges traditional notions of copyright. Attendees will
explore the potential implications of AI-generated content
on the broader copyright landscape, raising thought-
provoking questions about the role of human creators and
legal frameworks in an AI-driven world.



Session 4: AI Ethics, Accountability, and IP

In this session, explore the ethical implications of AI and its
impact on intellectual property. Experts will discuss
accountability frameworks for AI-generated content,
addressing questions of liability and responsibility.
Participants will gain a deeper understanding of the ethical
and IP-related challenges AI innovation presents.

Ethical Implications of AI: Attendees will gain an in-depth
understanding of the ethical challenges posed by AI
innovation. Experts will discuss issues such as AI bias,
transparency, and accountability, highlighting the
importance of addressing these ethical concerns to ensure
responsible AI development.
Accountability Frameworks: This session will explore
accountability mechanisms for AI-generated content.
Experts will delve into the complexities of attributing
responsibility in cases of AI-driven infringement or misuse
and discuss potential strategies to hold both AI systems and
human creators accountable.
Navigating the Ethical Landscape: Participants will leave
with a deeper appreciation of the ethical and IP-related
challenges that AI innovation presents. The session will
equip attendees with insights to make informed decisions as
AI technologies continue to reshape industries and legal
frameworks.
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The Conference shall have paper presentations based on the four
sessions mentioned above and the subtopics mentioned within the
individual sessions. The topics and subtopics are not exhaustive
and other relevant topics shall also be accepted. After a double-
blind peer review, the accepted papers shall be published in a
book carrying an ISBN number.

LAST DATE FOR REGISTRATION 10 OCTOBER 2023

LAST DATE FOR ABSTRACT SUBMISSION 10 OCTOBER 2023

COMMUNICATION OF 
ACCEPTANCE OF ABSTRACT 12 OCTOBER 2023

CONFERENCE DATE 20 & 21 OCTOBER 2023 

CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONCONFERENCE CONCLUSIONCONFERENCE CONCLUSION

The conference will conclude with a panel discussion, where
experts will reflect on the insights shared throughout the event
and discuss the future of AI and IP. Participants will have the
opportunity to engage with the panelists during a Q&A session,
gaining valuable perspectives on the trends and predictions
shaping the AI and IP landscape.

CALL FOR PAPERSCALL FOR PAPERSCALL FOR PAPERS

IMPORTANT DATESIMPORTANT DATESIMPORTANT DATES

*DATE OF MANUSCRIPT SUBMISION WOULD BE COMMUNICATED AFTER THE CONFERENCE  

ABSTRACT GUIDELINESABSTRACT GUIDELINESABSTRACT GUIDELINES
THE ABSTRACT SHALL BE 300 - 500 WORDS WITH 5-7 KEYWORDS TO BE SUBMITTED IN WORD
FORMAT. THE DOCUMENT SHOULD CONTAIN THE NAME, DESIGNATION, AND INSTITUTIONAL
AFFILIATION OF THE AUTHORS. 



SUB THEMESSUB THEMESSUB THEMES

AI's Impact on IP Landscape
Emerging AI-Related IP Challenges
Global Perspectives on AI and IP
AI Innovation and Collaborative IP
Future Trends: AI, IP, and Beyond

AI-Related Patent Trends
Novelty and Inventiveness in AI Patents
Patent Office Guidelines for AI
IP Strategies for AI Startups
AI and FRAND Licensing

AI-Generated Content and Copyright
Ownership of AI-created art and Music
Fair Use in the Age of AI
Licensing and Copyright in AI
AI and Digital Rights Management (DRM)

AI Ethics and IP Considerations
AI Bias and IP Implications
Accountability and Liability in AI-Generated IP
Transparency, Explainability, and IP Protection
AI, IP, and Data Privacy

The AI Revolution and Its IP Implications

Patenting AI: Navigating Novelty and Inventiveness

Copyright in AI: Ownership and Fair Use

AI Ethics, Accountability, and IP
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